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Every so often, a larger-than-life figure upends an industry.  

Consumer electronics had Steve Jobs. 

Railroads had Hunter Harrison. 
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The parallels are obvious: both men were iconoclastic rebels, could be insensitive and rude,

and didn't suffer fools gladly. They both worked until they died, were totally obsessed with

their work, and were less than forthcoming with their shareholders on health matters.
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There were clear differences as well, of course.  

Jobs was a perfectionist craftsman obsessed with creating aesthetically beautiful products,

not a cost driven fanatic.  

Harrison was a cost cutting fanatic in the grimy world of railroading. 
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Harrison came from nothing.  

He started working at the Frisco Railway in Memphis in 1963 as a carman-oiler for $2/hour,

work that sounds as dirty as it is.  

Covered in oil and grime for years, Harrison learned what made railway yards work. 
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By 1972, Harrison was a "trainmaster" -- similar to an air traffic controller, except he

coordinated rail yards rather than airspace. Mentored by colorful executives like "Pisser Bill",

so named for urinating all over the rail yards, Harrison rose fast throughout the 1970s.  
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When Frisco was acquired by Burlington Northern, Harrison moved to Seattle and soon

became the best operational executive at BN.  

But he was rough around the edges, lacked the refinement of a college education, and topped

out at BN by the late 1980s. 
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A private equity group that had purchased Illinois Central cared less about Harrison's

demeanor than his ability to fix railroads.  

Harrison moved to IC in 1989 and made enormous improvements. By 1993, he was the CEO

of IC. 
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When IC was acquired by Canadian National in 1998, Harrison took the #2 job and became

CEO in 2003, serving until his retirement at age 65 at the end of 2009. 

Building on the work of his predecessor, Harrison propelled CN stock to more than a ten

bagger by his retirement.  
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Harrison miserably "failed" retirement.  

In 2011, he was soon recruited by Pershing Square to serve as CEO of Canadian Pacific.  

After a long proxy fight, Harrison took over as CEO of CP in mid 2012, the start of a five year

run. He turned around a third railroad.  
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During his time at CP, Harrison turned 70 and ran into serious health issues.  

He was using supplemental oxygen by 2017 and clearly had little time remaining.  

Yet he agreed to attempt a 4th turnaround -- this time at CSX. 
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Harrison served as CEO of CSX from March 2017 until two days prior to his death in

December 2017. Obsessed with making lasting operational improvements until the very end,

Harrison put CSX a course that has endured in the five years since his death. 
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Harrison came up with the concept of Precision Scheduled Railroading, a methodology that

lacks a simple description.  

PSR is a set of operational principles and a mindset that were embodied in his personality.

PSR has now been adopted by nearly every major railroad. 
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Harrison had his critics, and frankly I am skeptical about how much further PSR can be

taken. 

As we saw recently, the railroad industry has experienced labor unrest and the country just

barely escaped a nationwide strike.  
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• • •

I found Harrison's biography, "Railroader" by Howard Green interesting and wrote a review. 

This is part of my railroad industry research and although the book covered more of the

proxy fights than PSR, it was still useful. 

(article is free to read) 
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Railroader: The Unfiltered Genius and Controversy of Four-Time CEO …
How a larger-than-life figure transformed the railroad industry

https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/railroader-the-unfiltered-genius

I wrote a profile of Berkshire Hathaway's BNSF last month with a free intro (prior to a

paywall). Might be of interest to some of you. I will be writing a profile of $UNP for

publication later this month.  
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Burlington Northern Santa Fe
A review of Berkshire Hathaway's twelve years of ownership

https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/burlington-northern-santa-fe
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